


THE^/MINIATURE MENACE

LIEUTENANT JON JARL of the Space

Police took out his Tom Thumb Elec-

tronic Brain and turned the dial. "Sure is easy

to work out space flight problems with this

gadget," Jon murmured. "It can figure out

brain-cracking planetary orbits in the wink

of an eye, where the human brain would take

endless hours. Yet look at it—no bigger than

a thimble !"

The Tom Thumb Electronic Brain, the lat-

est model of the year 2261 A.D., was far more

efficient that the giant electronic brains in-

vented back in the Twentieth Century. Despite

its tiny size, its intricate maze of miniature

coils and circuits could lick any mathematical

problem with ease.

But suddenly, the tiny mechanical brain gave

a snap and went dead. "Broke down," Jon said

in dismay. "Got to get it repaired quickly.

Let's see, the original factory where it was

made is on Asteroid X-77. Guess I'll have to

work out my own space route to the asteroid—

and that won't be fun!"

Weary hours later, his computations done,

Jon was able to speed to the right asteroid and

land on X-77, beside a factory with a sign

—TOM THUMB ELECTRONIC BRAIN
WORKS. He had never been there before and

was amazed to see how small the building was.

It was hardly larger than a cottage. Inside,

there was only one man bent over his work.

"I'm Hiram Oakton," he greeted Jon. "What

can I do for you? I run this factory."

"Alone?" gasped Jon. "But your Tom Thumb

gadget sells by the millions all over the solar

system ! How can you make them without any

helpers or workers?"

Oakton was surprised. "But I do have work-

ers. In fact, my tota' number of employed

laborers is over ten thousand!"

Jon took another look around. Yes, there

were all kinds of tools and machines and lathes

of small size—but not a single other person!

"AH right," grinned Jon. "I can take a joke.

So you have invisible ghosts helping you, eh?"

Oakton shook his head, pointing down. "You

don't understand. Look, there are sonr; of my

workers. Here, use this magnifying glass and

watch them."

Jon looked through the magnifying glass,

mystified, and gave another amazed gasp.

-Ants!" he said. "You mean those are your

workers—tiny ants?"

"Not only ants," informed Oakton, "but all

kinds of insects like spiders, wasps, flees and

beetles. You see, the only way I could manu-

facture these miniature electronic machines

was with the help of tiny insects who could

handle all the tiny parts. Some of the parts

are almost invisible to the naked eye! But a

little ant can see them and grasp them easily.

Look around and watch all my insect workers

at their jobs."

Jon looked all over, more and more astound-

ed at the busy little factory workers of the

bug world. "But how can you train ten thou-

sand different insects like that?" asked Jon,

baffled. "That would take a lifetime. They're

so brainless and dumb . .
."

"Not these insects," interrupted Oakton.

"They're the native species of this asteroid

and are intelligent. Not as brainy as humans,

but still able to understand words and orders.

Once I taught them my language, it was easy

for me to hire them and set them to work."

"Hire them?" Jon's mouth hung open. "You

mean you pay them, just like human workers?"

"Why not?" said Oakton, surprised. "After

all, it would be wrong to make them work for

nothing, like slaves. But most of their pay is

not in money. I make a certain sweet honey

food for them, which they love. However, I

also pay them wages and they've used the

money to build better cities for themselves.

So we both benefit—the insects and me. My
insect workers are all my friends because I

treat them good and

—

ouch!"

Oakton yelled as if suddenly stung. And

that's exactly what had happened- A wasp had

stung him in the neck. Jon also yelped in pain

as a stinger pierced his skin. Then they heard
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The Miniature Menace
(Continued from inside front cover)

the ominous drone of many beating wings.

"Look out!" yelled Jon. "A whole swarm o£

your wasps is coming at us. Run!"

"This way!" shouted Oakton, leading the

way to a small private office where He slammed

the door, shutting out the insects. He wiped

his brow. "A thousand angry wasps! They

could have stung us to death!"

"Does this happen often?" Jon asked. "In-

sects suddenly going wild and turning against

"No, it never happened before," said Oakton,

puzzled and alarmed. "I can't understand it.

Wait, I'll find out." He snapped on a call-box

on his desk. "This is connected to a public

address system out in the factory room. I use

it to talk to the insects. Now I'll find out what's

wrong." He spoke into the call-box. "Atten-

tion, my wasp friends and workers! Why did

you attack me? Do you wish a raise in food

rates? Or do you wish shorter working hours?

You know I always grant your requests, so

why didn't you ask? Why did you attack?"

Jon smiled in warm admiration for Oakton.

He was a good employer, treating his insect

help fairly and squarely, which was the only

right thing to do.

But instead of an insect voice coming back,

a human voice answered! "They attacked be-

cause I made them do it," said the harsh voice.

"You know me, Pete Pungo, the space ship

driver who brings your supplies. I sneaked in

your shop before and used a clever gadget I

invented, the Hypno Gun! It sends out hyp-

notic rays that make all the insects obey my
bidding. You see, I'm going to have them kill

you and then I'll take over your business!"

"Why, you scheming crook!" shouted back

Jon Jarl. "Forcing those peaceful insects to

attack their friendly boss ! Give up your rotten

scheme—or else!"

"Shut up. Copper!" came back the deadly

voice. "You can't stop me. You'll die too! And
don't think you're safe in that room, behind a

door. Termites! Get to work on that door!"

They heard the gnawing rustle then as a

thousand tiny jaws ate into the wood. Jon

groaned. "One hope," he yelled. "Make a run

for it out the back door to my ship!"

They dashed out, but before they had sprint-

ed a dozen yards, a black swarm of wasps over-

took them, stinging. Screeching in pain, Jon

and Oakton stumbled and fell headlong. Then

ants swarmed over them, biting, followed by

beetles and fleas. The two men faced squirming

death at the hands of thousands of tiny insects!

Jon tried to grab his ray-gun, but stinging

bites made him let go. Then big bettles tugged

the gun away from him, obviously under the

hypnotic orders of Pete Pungo.

Gathering his last strength, Jon flung him-

self erect and ran—but back toward the factory

itself!

"Sheer death." gasped Oakton. "Pungo will

shoot you down there
!"

But Jon kept on. He staggered into the fac-

tory. Pete Pungo stood there, waiting, aiming

his ray-gun with a wicked smile. "Okay, Cop-

per, I'll put you out of your misery!"

But the instant before he shot, Jon dived

behind a big barrel, dodging the ray. Angrily,

Pungo shot again, and the barrel burst apart,

flooding the floor with a sticky syrup.

"Just what I wanted," Jon rasped. "As the

insects get a whiff of this honey food they

love . .
."

As its odor spread deliciously, the insects

swarmed to it, eagerly eating. Jon was safe

from their bites. He turned to run, Pungo

chasing and shooting. Pungo's boots met the

syrup and he skidded and crashed into a wall,

knocked cold! Exactly as Jon had planned!

When Pete Pungo woke up. he was in Jon's

ship, handcuffed. Jon pointed back at Asteroid

X-77, grinning. "What a terrible boss you

would have been to those bug workers! All

work and no pay! But I smashed your Hypno

Gun. And Hiram Oakton's contented workers

are punching the clock for him again. Now
pardon me while I use my new Tom Thumb
Electronic Brain to figure out a problem!"

THE LITTLE mechanism clicked out its

answer instantly.

"You'll be in jail on Mars," Jon grinned, "in

exactly eight hours, two minutes and fourteen

THE END

Follow the adventures of JON JARL in
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